BOSTON HUMAN RIGHTS NIGHT

Wednesday, December 7, 6-9 pm
Brown Rudnick LLP, One Financial Center  Boston, MA 02111

Opening Video Remarks:
James Ross, Legal & Policy Director, Human Rights Watch
Jamil Dakwar, Human Rights Program Director, ACLU
Katrina Anderson, Human Rights Counsel, Center for Reproductive Rights

Panel Discussion:
International Law as a Tool for Local Human Rights Protection
Gabor Rona, International Legal Director, Human Rights First
Martha Davis, Program on Human Rights and the Global Economy
John Cerone, Center for International Law and Policy, New England Law
Christy Fujio, Asylum Program Director, Physicians for Human Rights
Laura Rótolo, Staff Attorney, ACLU of Massachusetts

Learn about the work of local social justice organizations, hear from experienced human rights practitioners on the relevance of international law to human rights protection, and support the International Justice Resource Center.

Purchase tickets at humanrightsnight.eventbrite.com
A limited number of discounted student and early bird tickets are available.

Hosted by the International Justice Resource Center | www.ijrcenter.org